WHO IS SCOTT HEIMAN?
Scott Heiman is an Environmental Scientist who has over 20 years’ experience in the military as
a soldier and officer. He has served in the Australian Federal Police (AFP) and in three
Commonwealth Government departments (Defence, Environment and Agriculture). He also has
a background in historical analysis and domestic security. Raised from rural stock on the NSW
north coast, he is an outdoorsman and sentinel, with an environmental conscience.
Scott has been a policy officer and project manager for a number of significant and ground
breaking State and National environmental protection initiatives. These included the Caring for
our Country program and Australia’s first chemical weapons remediation project, Columboola.
Scott was the recipient of the Prince of Wales Award for Defence receiving training from the US
military in remediating chemical warfare agents and recovering those Missing-In-Action.
Scott established Heiman Habitat Pty Ltd in 2013. Heiman Habitat conducts environmental
planning and remediation management on behalf of public and private enterprise. Scott also
conducts tailored workshops in bushcraft and survivalcraft to prepare professionals and
recreationalists to get out into this wide brown land of ours – knowing what it offers us, and
how it can challenge us. Scott is a regular freelance writer for several national circulation
outdoor lifestyle magazines, having over 100 articles published in his main areas of interest.
Scott has a Bachelor of Applied Science (Environmental), Advanced Diploma of Management,
Diploma of Personnel and Operations Management, and Diploma of Government
(Management). He has completed Survival Training courses with the Australian Army, Air Force
and with the Malaysian Army. Scott also holds national accreditations and has instructed in:
Assessment and Workplace Training; Leadership and Coaching; Fieldcraft, Bushcraft and
Survivalcraft; Watermanship; Demolitions, Mine Warfare and Booby Traps; Domestic Security
(Guarding and Search); Firearms, Chemical Munitions and Riot Control; Unarmed Combat; Night
Vision Devices; GPS and Navigation; and Jungle Warfare.
Scott retains ongoing competencies in St. Johns Senior First Aid and Blast and Ballistics First Aid.
He has been a recipient of The Royal Life Saving Bronze Medallion (salt and still water). He is a
licensed Army driver having completed a 16-day course, including Difficult Terrain.
Scott has been a member of the Australian Bowhunters Association since 1983 and his family is
known throughout the field archery fraternity. Combining this background with environmental
science, Scott wrote the AFP’s first Humane Destruction of Animals training module.
Whether you’re a professional in construction, land management and conservation – or a
recreational camper, bushwalker, archer or poet – at Heiman Habitat we aim to support your
passion for the outdoors. So:

Follow your instincts, get back to basics, go…bush.
contact@heimanhabitat.com.au or phone 0413 882 038
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